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Topline. 

When evaluating top lines we have to take into account is about how 
the dog is stacked.   
Good handlers will hide the most dramatic faults, while poor 
handlers can create artificial faults.  
We have collected good and bad top lines for the study.   
Note that there is a difference between a top line and a back line.   
In the schematic below the top line runs from the occiput to the set 
on of the tail.   
Thus, in the graphic the tail is a natural extension of the top line.   
The back line should be level and includes the whither, back and 
loin.   
In the APBT the back line descends from the whither to a level back.   
A slight slope from the loin to the croup.  
  



 

 

In the graphic above we see two very attractive animals.  
The left photo shows an exceptional top line and backline.  
The photo to the right shows a good top line and a good backline 
that has been artificially created by good stacking.  
Note that the right photo the dog is bridged.  
Were the front feet under the whithers we would see a different 
picture of this animal.  



Its back would be more roached and the short loin would become 
very apparent.  
This dog is also goose rumped.  
Note the red lines and the gap between the back line and the tail set 
on both photos.  
This short loin is confounded in the animal on the right by the goose 
rump in which the pelvis is short and too angled  
(almost tucked under the dog and not to be confused with a good 
slope).  

Below is a study looking at overall conformation with a focus on 
topline.  
All these dogs are wonderful animals but we must study 
conformation to understand how to produce better animals.  

  
 


